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Country breakdown
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Following a strong 2014 for M&A targeting
Nordic countries, Q1 2015 to-date has seen
a relatively slow start to the year. In 2014
there were a total of 864 deals valued at
EUR 61.7bn within the Nordic region, the
highest yearly deal value since 2006 and the
highest deal count on Mergermarket record.
The total deal value so far in 2015 is EUR
14.2bn and represents a 23.9% decrease
compared to the same period in 2014 with
40 fewer announcements.
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Management for the sum of EUR 6.6bn in
mid-March. In fact, the deal is the second
highest transatlantic deal targeting a Nordic country on Mergerrepresents a 28.4% increase in deal value compared to the whole
market record. As a result of this transaction, the highest valued
of Q1 2014. The highest valued deals targeting Sweden were two
sector in the Nordic region is the Energy, Mining & Utilities with
large scale transactions from Canadian (Consortium led by Borealis
three deals valued at EUR 6.7bn.
Infrastructure Management) and Japanese bidders (Canon).
In Q1 2015 to-date, there have been three deals with a value higher
than EUR 1bn, compared to four during the same period last year.
Although this is not a significant decrease, the large-cap deals have
been announced a lot later in the year than usual.

The early onset of such large-scale international interest in the
region could be a catalyst for more to follow throughout the year.
Almost all of the Nordics’ total inbound activity so far this year has
come from companies based outside of Europe with deals valued
at EUR 9.3bn, marking the third highest quarterly value for this
activity on Mergermarket record.

Further demonstrating a resistence to large deals is a substantial
difference between the first deal valued below EUR 1bn in 2015
to-date (EUR 340m) compared to that in 2014 (EUR 992m) - there
have been no deals with a value between EUR 500m and EUR 1bn
targeting the Nordic region so far this year, compared to two deals
within this range in 2014 which were also in the higher bracket.

The largest outbound deal was the acquisition of Chile-based energy company Empresa Electrica Pilmaiquen by Norway’s Stakraft for
the sum of EUR 367m. By contrast to inbound deals where Sweden
was the prime target, Norway has been the most active country in
terms of outbound M&A, including the top three deals targeting
companies outside of the region.

Even though Norway was the most targeted by value during 2014,
the country has seen a drop in deal value, while Sweden has attracted the highest level of M&A investment to-date. Sweden has
seen EUR 9.5bn-worth of deals so far in 2015, the largest quarterly deal value for the country since Q3 2008 (EUR 10.5bn), and

Global private equity exit activity saw a vast increase last year and
the trend has filtered into the Nordics in 2015 with 18 exits worth
EUR 391m, up 112.9% by value with five more announcements.
Sweden and Denmark have accounted for the bulk of the increased
level of exit activity in the Nordics, with
300
both seeing an increase compared to the
same period in 2014.
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Top deals
Value
(€m)

Ann.
date

6,636

13-Mar-15

Fortum Distribution AB

Consortium led by Borealis
Infrastructure Management
Inc

Fortum Oyj AB

3,552

25-Feb-15

Danske Bank A/S

AP Moller Holding A/S

AP Moller - Maersk A/S

2,436

10-Feb-15

Axis AB

Canon Inc

340

15-Jan-15

Metso Oyj

Valmet Corporation

Metso Oyj

Orkla ASA

Capman PLC

Target
company

Bidder
company

Seller
company

(Process Automation
Systems)

212

15-Jan-15

Cederroth International AB
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Mergermarket criteria
Top deals: Based on the dominant geography of the target company being
Nordic.
All values are in €.

All data is based on transactions over US$ 5m and is based on
Mergermarket’s M&A deals database. Deals with undisclosed deal values are
included where the target’s turnover exceeds US$ 10m.
Deals where the stake acquired is less than 30% will only be included if the
value is greater than US$ 100m. Click here for the full deal criteria.

Year-to-date data ran from 01-Jan to 16-Mar 2014/2015.
Data correct as of 18-Mar-2015

M&A trend: Based on the dominant geography of the target company being
one of the Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden).
Excludes lapsed and withdrawn bids.
Cross-border M&A:
Inbound refers to cross-border M&A where the dominant geography of the
target company is Nordic, and the dominant geography of the bidder is any
other country excluding Nordic all Nordic countries.
Outbound refers to cross-border M&A where the dominant geography of the
bidder company is Nordic, and the dominant geography of the target is any
other country excluding all Nordic countries.
Excludes lapsed and withdrawn bids.

Contacts

PR
Flora Wilke
+44 207 010 6348

Deal submissions

Research
Analyst
Katharine Dennys
+44 207 010 6160
Global research editor
Kirsty Wilson
+44 207 010 6271

Nancy Honsinger
+44 207 010 6227

Commercial
Ben Rumble
+44 207 010 6326

About Mergermarket
With an unrivalled network of analysts covering M&A in the Americas, Europe,

Mergermarket is a mergers & acquisitions (M&A) intelligence service.

Middle-East, Africa and Asia-Pacific, Mergermarket generates proprietary
intelligence and delivers it together with daily aggregated content, on its
Mergermarket.com platform and by real-time email alerts to subscribers.

Mergermarket is part of the Mergermarket Group which has nearly 1000
employees worldwide and regional head offices in New York, London and
Hong Kong.

This wealth of intelligence, together with a series of deal databases, individual
and house league tables, profiles and editorial have proven time and time
again that this product can and does generate real revenues for clients. This is
apparent when you see that Mergermarket is used by over 1500 of the world’s
foremost advisory firms to assist in their origination process.

In any market, the life blood of advisors is deal flow. Mergermarket is unique
in the provision of origination intelligence to the investment banking, legal,
private equity, acquisition finance, public relations (PR) and corporate markets.

Part of The Mergermarket Group

www.mergermarket.com
80 Strand
London, WC2R 0RL
United Kingdom

330 Hudson St.
4th Floor
New York
NY 10013. USA

Suite 2401-3
Grand Millennium Plaza
181 Queen’s Road, Central
Hong Kong

T: +44 207 010 6100
sales@mergermarktet.com

T: +1 212 500 7537
sales.us@mergermarket.com

T: + 852 2158 9764
sales.asia@mergermarket.com
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